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pentagramThe Light is the great magician; without it, nothing is
accomplished. Everything comes forth from the womb
of the eternal Light. In its radiation lies the beginning
of every material and chemical activity. But just as the
Light awakens life, it can also kill life. When the Light is
not born as only power, but also as Light, everything
that cannot tolerate the Light is transformed. This is
therefore quite a different effect than that of only a
magnetic power, for a gnostic magnetic Light power --
Christ -- that touches us, transforms something in us.
Through this touch, you can no longer remain the
same. Do you understand the tremendous significance
of the birth of the Light in a human being, in a 
spiritual school? Everything that cannot tolerate the
Light, is killed and transformed! This is the meaning of:
‘In him and through him, the old human being in us is
killed, and the new human being is raised.’

The birth of the original Light is the basis for and of a
totally new life. From the Light is life; the new life is
made possible by it. Then there can also be a new mode
of life, a life as it is described in the, otherwise incom-
prehensible, sermon on the mount. This can only 
succeed, when you assign the central place to the Light
within yourself. If you begin at the wrong end, you 
will fail.
Begin with the Light!
From the Light is life, and not light from life, not light
through life. The old mode of life cannot be the basis;
that is impossible. They who consider the new mode 
of life to be a continuation on the basis of the old one,
will soon discover that renewal fails to occur. But he
who begins at and with the Light, does not even have 
to accept this new mode of life: he cannot do otherwise
than living it, with all liberating results.

‘Set to work yourself, put your hands to the plough yourself, 
directed towards your own task in the service of the Universal Light.’

J van Rijckenborgh in The Gnosis in Present-day Manifestation, p.147
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‘There is this,’ said Wisdom: ‘Some men have climbed

on those mountains; circle above circle of bare rock

they have scaled; and, wandering there, in those high

regions, some have chanced to pick up on the ground

one white silver feather, dropped from the wing of

Truth. And it shall come to pass,’ said the old man, ‘that

when enough of those silver feathers shall have been

gathered by the hands of men, and shall have been

woven into a cord, and the cord into a net, that in that

netTruth may be captured. Nothing butTruth can hold

Truth.’

Olive Schreiner,The story ofan African farm,1883
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20072007 ^̂ does it make any difference?does it make any difference?

At every turn of the year, this question
crops up in one or another guise.The media
pay attention to it, and we, too, often ea-
gerly looked over someone’s shoulder to
catch a glimpse of the ‘foresight’. But we
did not leave the course of events totally to
fate.Whatwe cannot influence directly, we
only ‘wished’.To this end,pretty cardshave
beenprinted and heart-warming or solemn
expressions have been devised to transfer
our ‘best wishes’. And at the same time,
we have barraged the lords of fate with
our ‘best wishes’ to mollify them some-
what in favour of our part of humanity.

All of this does not make any difference.
No one has become any better for it. Our
wishes only remain blanks, hot air. Yet, all
of it is done with the best of intentions.
What is wrong then? Do we not hear
about the magic of the word, the power of
positive thinking?

The question is how these positive
thoughts look like. An impartial examination
of our insignificant personality usually
shows simultaneously wishes and curses,
love and hatred, philanthropy and self-inter-
est; there are always opposites. We, human
beings, fit exactly in this nature of building
and breaking, coming and going. Unimagin-
ably great, but also with an amazing narrow-
mindedness, which limits everything again.

We are like an out-of-control balloon, which
the slightest breath of fate can send in any di-
rection. What, then, should we expect? What
are we going to wish on this basis and for
whom?

We now write the year 2007. What did
2006 and the preceding period really ‘bring’
us? An intriguing question, but should a year
‘bring’ us anything? Perhaps we are asking
the wrong question and should rather won-
der: ‘What did we give to all those years?
What do we have to offer to 2007 and the
next period?

We have to devise totally new rules to ela-
borate such a question. For example: cease
cherishing wishes, hopes and expectations,
and stop consulting people who are trading
visions of the future. We are going to shape
the future. Or rather: today we experience
the future, with the burden of our past. Here
and now. We now answer and stop asking
questions.

Does this have to happen in 2007 in parti-
cular? Of course not, this specific year has
nothing to do with it; it just has to happen
now. Though... 2 + 7 = 9 ^ the number of
humanity. We are going to proclaim the year
2007 (and all following years) as the year of
Man, of Man with a capital M, of those who
have, through the clouds, caught a glimpse of
the new light or perhaps an impulse of the
new renaissance that undeniably presents it-
self in our days, provided we are prepared to
see the signs, a new ‘hora est ^ the time has
come’. Who knows? It has been said: what
you sow,youwill reap.This means that every-
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thing that you ever had to reap ^ and this was
not always pleasant ^ you had sown yourself.
It is an equally stunning as liberating conclu-
sion! It gives a totally new vision of life and
fate, a new vision of the human being, of our-
selves.

Let us leave the personality with its insig-
nificant aspects, however great it may be, for
what it is meant to be: the servant in the back-
ground; its domain is the earth. What mat-
ters is the inner other one, the light bearer.
With him, we are children of the light.
Through the other one, we are able to spread
the light in a world of ignorance and fear, not
with beautiful words or great deeds, but with
the new ensoulment of our thinking and de-
siring, filled with a light without shadow.

Are we now suddenly going to improve
the world? There has never been a lack of
starry-eyed idealists. We leave the world for
what it is; it will do its work. We are going to
do ourwork, without wondering if we are up
to it or what the result will be, and we do not
become lost in visions of the future again.
Just: here I am, whatever may come; armed
with a dose of sober optimism and, if necess-
ary, right through our tears, but with the in-
destructible joy of being a servant of the new
light. Welcome in our 2007.

‘Let your light so shine before men that they
may see your good works and give glory to
your Father who is in heaven.’
This is clear language, dynamic, direct.
Let your light shine! When and where? In a
world that is dark for the human being who
needs light.
Prove God by your actions in a world in
which building is necessary, in which your
spontaneous deed is urgently needed.
Let your light shine!
Are you able to do so? You are able to do it!
We do not wait for peace,
we do not wait for tomorrow,
but we create the new morning.
We let our light shine out into the night; we
radiate it into the night; we pour out this
light, which burns so irresistibly within us,
over the world and humanity, and we create
the new morning. We speak these radiant,
fiery words: ‘New sun, arise!’
And the new sun does arise.
It ascends to the firmament.
We join together, so that through our work,
through our radiant striving, people will
glorify the Father, who is in heaven.

J van Rijckenborgh,The Light oftheWorld.Haarlem,1981,

pp.14-15.
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Hymn of the thrice-great Hermes

about the One who rules all

Guardian with the eye
of ever burning fire,
who brings to life the circulation of the ether;
who makes mighty the heat of the sun;
who chases the clouds
through a violent storm;
for whom there is no name in the cosmos.

I knowYou as the everlasting eternal,
all-seeing and terrifying eye;
the Father of the All who alone is God
who owes his origin to no one.

I worship after You only one Son
who came forth fromYou as the eternal one,
whomYou have begotten forthwith
as your own and created Logos,
without envy and without passion,
with the unspeakable and penetrating power
of your spirit and your voice.

ThisGod is, as to his essence, from your essence,
who of You, the Father,
carries the imperishable
and totally perfect image,
so that he is inYou and You are in him:
a mirror of your beauty,
a countenance that brings mutual joy.

‘Ofthe thrice-great Hermes,

aboutthe onewho controls all’ (Symphonia1, 2).

Taken fromtherecentlypublished compilation of various

text fragments attributed to Hermes, published by In de

Pelikaan:Roelof van den Broek,HermesTrismegistus, In-

troduction,Texts,Comments,Amsterdam,In de Pelikaan,

2006, p. viii.



Living without conflictLiving without conflict

Without conflict!
Two simple words.
Perhaps we shrug our shoulders and
think ‘ah well,
every now and then there is some con-
flict,
life can’t do without,
but we should not get too worked up
over it.’

According to the familiar creation
myth, human decline began with con-
flict, by eating the fruit of a mysterious
tree, a tree symbolising discord, division
and conflict.

Eating the fruit of opposites, or, in
other words, listening to ‘the whisperings
of the serpent’, was the overture to our
current state of life. Although this is con-
sidered an event of the past, nothing of
this is really over, everything continues.
Is conflict not part of our daily reality, at
this moment, tomorrow or the day after
tomorrow ^ unless a flash of insight gives
us a thorough shake-up? Day after day, we
eat of the tree of opposites. We cannot do
otherwise: as human beings, our origin
lies in the synthesis of opposites, of posi-
tive and negative impulses.

Our thinking and feeling are domi-
nated by choices that we continuously
have to make between good and evil, for
or against, sympathy and antipathy, my
opinion against your opinion; the tree of
conflict carries an endless variety of fruits.
But the human epic begins with the eating
of this first fruit, which makes all other
fruit taste the same and have the same ef-
fect.

Eating of this first fruit still implies:
negation of the divine unity, disregard for
the original wholeness, for the paradisia-
cal state, turning away from what is holy,
whole, from the light.

We know the image of the serpent,
winding itself around the trunk of the
tree. It is the power of the so-called spinal
consciousness. ‘Spina’ means ‘spine’, or
rather ‘thorn’, referring to the thorn-like
protrusions of the vertebrae. This spinal
energy curls like a serpent upward along
the vertebral column and manifests itself
in the head in the form of our mental fac-
ulty, of our mind.

The mind, the mental faculty, is divi-
sive and generates doubt, discord and dis-
agreement, discriminates continuously
and creates conflict. We daily experience
its result in the lives of the peoples and na-
tions of the whole planet, but above all
within us. The conflict is in fact rooted
within us.

Certainly, the cause of a conflict may
lie outside us, but when our thinking fac-
ulty would not find a point of reference to
this cause within us, no conflict would de-
velop. The cause of our broken life lies in
the desperate state of the microcosm; and
the possibility to overcome grief lies
within us.

Unity in diversity ^ diversity in

unity

The personality is part of the microcosm;
this is where our real task lies. Cosmos lit-
erally means order, a combination of sev-
eral things according to a certain order.
Several forces and forms work together
in unison; unity in diversity ^ diversity
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inunity. For anyonewith enough refined sen-
sitivity, this is where the key to the healing of
our broken existence lies.

A microcosm, or ‘small cosmos’ is, there-
fore, a combination of different forces, forms,
levels of consciousness and bodies.Originally,
this system existed in perfect harmony, in
which a great disturbance occurred. In the
symbolic language of the biblical teachings of
wisdom, this is the eating of the mysterious
tree. The divine order ^ the pure alchemical
consciousness fire of salt, sulphur andmercury
^ has been disrupted by the serpent with the
forked tongue, the two strings, the DNAwith
the base pairs ATGC, and the unity or whole-
ness ^ being love ^ was broken.The paradisia-
cal tree of the knowledge of good and evil has
become a tree of conflict, of whichwe eat every
day. What is the reason for this?

Conflict implies: strife, division, collision
^ both on the mental, psychological level and
on the physical level. We are unable to livewith
others without conflict, because we have not
solved the conflict within ourselves. ‘Love
God, the universal order, above all and your
neighbour as yourself ’. Is this still an impossi-
ble task, or do we feel the living heartbeat in
these words? To love ourselves on this level
means living without conflict with ourselves;
and looking for the divine order in deep long-
ing and humility. If we do not do so, we will
stumble from one conflict to the next.

The tree of opposites is not a myth from a
distant past. This tree is standing within us,
we personify this tree. We are no strangers
to conflicts: they besiege our heart, occupy
our head, determine our actions and pursue
us every minute. How often during a day, an
hour or even a minute do we not say yes or
no, are we not for or against?

And this may concern anything: fellow
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human beings, opinions, relationships with
others, with relatives, with colleagues, work
or traffic situations, the situation in the world
or the weather ^ the list is endless. Many of
these conflicts occupy us considerably, acti-
vate our feelings and emotions and are the
cause of endless mental discussions and dis-
cord. We continuously judge and in some
cases this no longer even penetrates to our
consciousness. Fear, the scourge of human ex-
istence, originates from the primordial con-
flict of the broken divine order within us.

Fear, doubt and insecurity are the faithful
companions of conflicts, often expressed ca-
mouflaged as attack, aggression, and vio-
lence. Then there is also the discord between
heart and head, the dichotomy between our
thoughts and feelings. Discord is in our bone
and marrow, in our blood, in our respiration
field, in all the spheres and layers of the mi-
crocosm.The divine order has beendisrupted
^ that is themain theme of our life.This main
theme vibrates in our being, not somewhere
outside us ^ even though the causemay come
from outside. Conflict is an activity within
us, a feeling of division, and a feeling is of
course alwayswithin us.

‘Love God above all and your neighbour
as yourself ’. We sense that this is the key, but
how should we use this key? Love God, the
universal, original order of things, above all.
Thismeans: lift yourself up to the divine, link
yourself, link your soul with God, the infi-
nite, immeasurable potential, the primordial
source of love, wisdom and power. Love is
order, unity, it is working together and being
together ^ our mind cannot comprehend
this, because it never expresses itself on that
plane. Wisdom is unity and order, and unity
and order are manifested in the divine power,
in and through the divine spirit. In the love that

Wealwayslookoutside ourselvesand

point fingers at others. Most of the

time, we are convinced that the

cause ofa conflict lies with others.

Yet, this cause lies within ourselves,

and is the result of the fact that the

original balance of themicrocosm

has been disrupted.The development

of self-knowledge and insight by the

personality is therefore ofgreat im-

portance. It is the first step towards a

free and liberated life.
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encompasses everything, the true divine love,
everything is one.

Imagine standing on the shore of a small lake
and seeing the still water surface, smooth as
glass. Then a small stone, or a drop of rain, falls
into thewater. What do you see? Fromthe point,
where the stone touches the water, waves de-
velop in the form of perfect circles. These circles
are expanding, becoming ever-larger circles
around the point of contact. It is a perfect wave
pattern, a perfect order.

At some distance from each other, more
small stones or drops fall into the water. Then
what do we see? Everywhere perfect water cir-
cles are forming, expanding from the point of
contact, from the centre. At a certain moment,
these water circles touch each other and begin
to interfere. A magnificent chaotic pattern devel-
ops, a moving, undulating network of expanding
and interfering water circles.

It is a fascinating spectacle. As long as it con-
cerns only two, three or four crossing circles, we
can still follow the movements with a keenly ob-
serving eye. But as soon as tens of points of contact
appear on the water surface, we stop our attempts
to follow the course of themovements and surren-
der to the beauty of the interference patterns that
set the entire water surface intomotion.

What at first sight seems to be a conflict or a
collision, or amutual obstructionof waves, turns
out to be a magnificent co-operation, a harmo-
nious coming together, an attuning to each
other. We might say that consensus has been
reached, an agreement based on an inner order.
This consensus is the end of the conflict, to be
compared with the re-established consensus in
our own microcosmic system, and, conse-
quently, also between people, between striving
people on the path to true freedom.

The interference pattern can clarify a great
deal. Water is a wonderful element. Interference
is a simultaneous effect of two movements,
which obstruct or reinforce each other, like vi-
brations and wavelike movements.

Water can teachus a great deal, but it requires
attention. In hisTaoTeChing, LaoTzu also refers
to water. In the universal teachings, water is

often a symbol of healing, of becoming whole.
Drinking of the living water represents being
taken up into another, higher consciousness,
and because consciousness is by definition al-
ways creative and manifesting, drinking of the
living water is also: being taken up into a higher
state of life.

State of consciousness is state of life

‘State of consciousness is state of life’. This state-
ment also contains a key to true life renewal.
When the consciousness changes, life changes.
When a new consciousness is born, new life is
born.

Consciousness is creative, manifesting, be-
cause consciousness is energy. He who remains
stuck in the old consciousness will also continue
to display the old, egocentric life. When the con-
sciousness remains bound to or influenced by
the mechanisms or energy patterns of the astro-
logical Ages of Pisces, Aries or Taurus, the ex-
pressions of life will correspond to them.

When the consciousness is open to the new
energies or waters of the approaching Age of
Aquarius, this will be demonstrated in our lives
^ in our personal lives and therefore also in our
contact with others.

Attuning to each other, agreement, consensus,
cooperation, openness, clarity, humility, harmony
through reborn order, love ^ that is the new spirit
of Aquarius.This does not concern a more or less
near future, but it concerns the present. Aquarius
means together forming a wholeness in a new en-
ergy pattern. This is possible when the wholeness
in our own microcosm has been restored, when
we allow this new ‘spirit of the times’ to affect us.
It is the overture to the feast of universal love.This
overture is resounding now.

Let us return once more to the wavelike
image of the concentric water circles, which de-
velop around a centre or point of contact. It is a
simple, but apt image of the revivifying micro-
cosm.

There is a point of contact, a radiant centre in
the heart, from where the waves expand. This
concentration point is the rose, awakened by

8



WithYou,Obearer of the holypower of life,
we are raised out of danger;
WithYou, we enter the liberating Life;
WithYou, we reach the goal of our new day
of manifestation;
WithYou, we sail on the new course of life;
WithYou, we enter the Eternal Light.
In the radiant light of Your lovewe discover
our guilt;
InYou, we realise our burden of sin;
InYou, the greatmystery of ourmarch
through the desert is unveiled;
InYour sanctity our degeneration is
obscured.

ThroughYou, we discover our true Self;
ThroughYou, we become conscious of our
ascent;
ThroughYou, we are urged towards
liberating action,
And throughYou, the divine breath of life
murmurs in us, in every heartbeat.
ORose that onmycross unfolds, absorb the
Light of God,
And in this dismal vale of thorns, transform
it ^ make it free!

J van Rijckenborgh:
The Brotherhood of Shamballa
(end of chapter 3)

the incoming light rays from the divine life
order, the great cosmos of love expanding in
undulating, vibrating light circles that also
shape the microcosm.

However, the microcosmic reality is mul-
tidimensional. The microcosm living in di-
vine harmony and order is a system of ex-
panding circles of waves and energy that ulti-
mately appears to be in a vibrating contact
with the infinity of divine being. When the
centre is vivified, amiracle happens,provided
the human being attunes himself to this, in
other words, when consensus also develops
on that level.

That is the end of the broken life within
us, the end of the ancient conflict, developed
through the whisperings of the serpent with
the forked tongue, in the mysterious tree.
Then also all outwardly projected conflicts
cease. Whenever the divine order in us has
been restored, whenever there is love in us
again, there is love for all.

That is Aquarius! Love God above all and
your neighbour as yourself. Then the tree of
good and evil has again become a tree of true
harmony, original order and love... the tree of
life, erectedwithin our own self.

9



Uit het werkveld ...
Aus dem Arbeitsfeld ...
Du champ de travail ...
From the working field ...



From the working field...

When, in 1924, a few friends started
with the work that would result in the
establishment of the Lectorium Rosicru-
cianum, they found a confused and
chaotic environment, in which the most
diverse fragments of ancient wisdom
circulated.Yet, also the seeds of hermetic
thinking had been sown in it, particu-
larly in the circle around the Theosophi-
cal Society. A few beautiful and striking
thoughts from the ancient teachings of
Hermeswere available inwriting.They
had been obtained through literary re-
search and sometimes through inspira-
tion. We can say that this development
might have been the impulse for a liber-
ating philosophy.

The gnostic and hermetic insights are
not automatically accessible to the un-
prepared human being. In the old theo-
sophical environment, which was parti-
cularly focused on the Orient, masters
and adepts, usually from India, were
looked for or personalities were assigned
the status of gurus. During the first
years after the foundation of this so-
ciety, the situation in England may be
described as a tiresome whole of misin-
terpretations and insinuations, so that
we cannot speak of a structural, liberat-
ing work at that time. Moreover, the
inner development of two thousand
years of Christianity was consciously
put aside. In this way, the baby was
thrown out with the bath water.

During the two thousand years of the
Age of Pisces, inner Christianity, the true
ecclesia or human community, which had
always been the aim of the messengers of
the Light, has experienced many mo-
ments of manifestation.

In 1909, Max Heindel from Denmark
was one of the first people, who, in the
United States, linked esoteric insights
with the Christian teachings of liberation.
In 1913, Rudolf Steiner founded the
Anthroposophical Society in Germany
on the basis of theosophy. But the her-
metic teachings, and the, for the human
mind so important, insights about the
gnosis were not to be found in them.

Initially, the later founders of the Lec-
torium Rosicrucianum joined Max Hein-
del’s work, the Rosicrucian Fellowship.
Since 1924, they investigated and ex-
plained the ideas and insights of the ‘an-
cient wisdom’again for a period of sixteen
years, until the beginning of WorldWar ii.
They drew attention to the works of the
classical Rosicrucians. Their point of de-
parture was ‘goodness, truth and justice’,
and the formation of an active group, fo-
cused on inner Christianity, has been the
aim right from the start.

During the difficult war years be-
tween 1940 and 1945, the founders of the
Lectorium Rosicrucianum reached the
conclusion that they would never succeed
in this way. There was one important
problem: as long as the universal insights,
which they propagated, were linked with
the old, egoistic consciousness, focused
on the self, the result would never be any
different from what characterised the
nineteenth-century esoteric movements.

Temple tent in

Ussat-les-Bains,

France
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They, too, would be characterised by dis-
cord, overestimation of oneself, exagger-
ated behaviour and criticism. The purity
of the ideas would immediately be defiled,
so that their effect would be neutralised.
After the war, the new activities should
be standing under a new sign. This ‘new
sign’ is the new soul centre that develops
on the basis of the pure, spiritual nucleus
in the human heart.

One of the main pillars of the work of
the Spiritual School of the Golden Rosy-
cross is the total neutralisation of the ac-
tivity of the ‘I ’. He who boasts about his
‘I ’ or his fantastic personality does not
(yet) have anything to do in a spiritual
school. The endura, the decrease of this
great impediment in the human system,
requires modesty and self-knowledge,
linked with sincere longing for libera-
tion, for the development of the soul.

In the mid-1950 ’s, J van Rijckenborgh
and Catharose de Petri opened ‘the treas-
ury of hermetic wisdom’ for their pupils.
Their aim was to make the assembled
group, through self-activation, share in
the liberating mode of life and to put
the profound insight of the ancient
Egyptian wisdom about the coherence
of God ^ world ^ human being into the
light, but now without the deformed in-

sights of the worldly human being.
This is also a pillar of the work of the

LectoriumRosicrucianum. It is a great joy
when a human being experiences the first
radiation of the soul in his inner being.
‘God is Light’ ^ a pupil of Hermes is the
first one to endorse this statement as
truth.

When this work is conscientiously car-
ried out by every participant in the focal
points of the School of the Rosycross, a
new human type will gradually become
visible and we can speak of a ‘great, new
world activity of the brotherhood’.

The members of this community pos-
sess the dedication and the skills to propa-
gate the never-changing truth of the uni-
versal teachings in a new and modern
way, and not only by using the many lib-
erating texts available in world literature.
When things are all right, the fellowship,
the soul unity, will resound in everything
they undertake.Then Hermes’ teachings,
the power of liberation, will be mani-
fested in peace and certainty.Then the re-
sults will not fail to appear.

The year 2006 has shown remarkable
examples of this. A new temple complex
in Cameroon (Africa) was established,
new regional and national centres were
consecrated, symposia and conference
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days were held and books were published.
In September, 2500 friends from more
than twenty countries assembled in the
valley of the Arie' ge in the south of France
to experience an unforgettable confer-
ence, which was wholly devoted to the
union of the three great impulses of the
West: the impulse of theGrail, the activity
of the church of Love (Catharism) and the
fire church of the Rosicrucians. In this ar-
ticle, we would like to show you a brief
cross-section of these activities.

Belgrade, Serbia

On 14 January, a new and larger centre
was consecrated on theUlica Ruza (Rose
Street) in a quiet suburb of Belgrade, so
that it becomes possible to have confer-
ences in Serbia, too.On the first floor of a
detached house, a centre room of approxi-
mately 180 m2 was realised, and on the
next floor the temple is located, in which
45 pupils can attend the services.

Singen, Southern Germany

In the past year, a working place was
consecrated in Singen in the South-Ger-
man working field. For three years, work
has been carried out in this town to realise

it. The domain of this centre, with ap-
proximately forty pupils, stretches from
Lake Constance to the Black Forest.

Symposium in Birnbach, West

Germany, 18 June

On 18 June, a symposium was held in
conference centre Christianopolis about
the theme: ‘The source of the gnosis.
About the awakening of the soul.’

Approximately 360 interested people
and pupils experienced a very successful
symposium, during which the myth of
the birth of ‘the divine child’ was the cen-
tral topic. What was experienced in the
ancient mysteries, what has been passed
on in images through the oldest manu-
scripts of many peoples, can in our time
offer many people a liberating path that
leads out of the great crisis of humanity.

Kotlas, Russia

Ever since the Lectorium Rosicrucia-
num began its activities in Moscow and
St. Petersburg in 1993, also smaller groups
of pupils have developed in a few other
towns.To the extent that possibilities pre-
sented themselves, these groups sponta-
neously grew and disappeared again.
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Since the end of the 1990 ’s, a group was
gradually formed in Kotlas, which was
very enthusiastically started by a married
couple and which by now has grown to
approximately 40 active participants.

The distance (Kotlas lies 1500 km
northeast of Moscow, in the Archangelsk
district) was sufficient reason to start with
the conference work there (in addition to
Moscow and St. Petersburg). Supported
by 40 pupils from all other Russian cen-
tres, it became in this way one great,
spiritual celebration in the very warm
month of July 2006.

Kotlas lies quite outside the vibrating,
supporting spiritual heart of the Eur-
opean work, but it is now linked more
strongly than ever before with the Living
Body, which does not know boundaries
and distances.This is an additional reason
to express this solidarity with our broth-
ers and sisters also in the conference
work of 2007.

Poltava, Ukraine

Periodically, pupils from different parts
of the Ukraine come to Moscow to attend
conferences. This can be explained by the
former political and cultural relationships.

A few years ago, an opportunity pre-

sented itself for the development of activ-
ities in the Ukraine on a modest scale.
This occurred in the town of Poltava (300
km east of the capital Kiev). In October
2006, under the auspices of the Russian
National Directorate, various activities,
among which a public lecture, took place
for the small group of pupils living there.
TheKoralenkoMuseum, named after the
Russian author of that name, which pos-
sesses suitable accommodation, extended
its special and verymuch appreciated hos-
pitality to the Lectorium Rosicrucianum.

The continuation of these activities
has given the pupils, living in the largest
country of Europe, which clearly still
finds itself in the political and cultural
spheres of influence of both east and
west, a new impulse for further develop-
ment on the path to true human genesis.

Inverary / Kingston, Canada

On 12 August 2006, the consecration
of a temple in the first conference centre
of English-speaking Canada took place
in Inverary/Kingston ^ Ontario. The
forty-two people present filled the new
temple to the last place and together they
experienced the joyful moment of the
consecration and the subsequent weekend
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conference.
During the weekend, the weather was

beautiful, the meals were in the dining
hall or outside in a tent, and everyone en-
joyed the space and quiet of the large
grounds. The consecration is an impor-
tant step for the work on the American
continent. Annually, four renewal confer-
ences will be held in Kingston.The Cana-
dian pupils, including those from French-
speaking Quebec, and from the eastern
part of the USA within driving distance
from Inverary, are cordially welcomed
here.

Ussat conference 2006

Between 9 and 13 September 2006, the
sixth international conference in the val-
ley of the Arie' ge in the south of France
took place, on the grounds where, almost
a half century ago, the Galaad monument
was erected as a testimony and confirma-
tion of the increasingly powerful activity
of the three lofty Brotherhoods of the
Light: Grail, Cathar and Cross with
Roses. At this special place from the days
of lore, approximately 2500 pupils of the
LectoriumRosicrucianum from about 40
countries assembled during the second
weekend of September to affirm ‘the tri-

umph of the universal gnosis’ in time.
The gathering in the valley of the Ar-

ie' ge took place under the motto, ex-
pressed in the Sermon on the Mount:
‘Put your Light on a stand and let it shine
for all in the House’, with the addition
‘and for all who are still to come to the
House’. Each participant took the Light
home with him in his heart, and in this
way, many light-giving threads were
stretched over the whole earth.

Malta

Each year, a renewal conference is held
on the isle ofMalta, inwhich a small num-
ber of pupils enthusiastically participate.
Also in 2006, on 3 and 4November,War-
dija Hill, Top Village in Malta, was the
venue of a great conference again, an im-
pression of which we do not want to keep
from you.

Stara Zagora, Bulgaria

November 4 th was also the day that
the second centre in Bulgaria was conse-
crated. It lies in the middle of the country
(see map) and can easily be reached from
all directions. Pupils living on the Black
Sea now have to travel less than 200 km
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instead of the 450 km to the other centre
in the Bulgarian capital of Sofia. Stara Za-
gora is a rapidly growing centre with cur-
rently approximately 40 pupils. In a large
office building in the town centre, a com-
bined temple/centre room has been
equipped. During the consecration, there
was ample room for the 122 attending pu-
pils. During the brotherhood meal in the
neighbouring hotel, the link with the in-
ternational work was strongly experi-
enced, when all congratulations were
read. A day later, a public service took
place, at which seven new pupils were
welcomed.

Symposium Renova, 7 May 2006

During the symposium, held at con-
ference centre Renova in May 2006, the
attention was focused on ‘the hidden
word’ in or behind the three main wes-
tern religions. The first lecture, about the
invisible word of Islam, showed how the
influence of hermetic knowledge pene-
trated to the West through and via the
Arab world, and was received and passed
on in its purest form by the symbolic fig-
ure of Christian Rosycross, the prototype
of all brothers and sisters who, through-
out the ages, have tried to make the teach-
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ings of the development of the spirit-soul
find their way to theWest.

The inner basis of all religions does not
distinguish between race, religion or
social structure. Mohammed received the
word fromGabriel, and he who is able to
interpret this word for his fellows is a pro-
phet. Within Islam, many brotherhoods
originated, which ^ inspired by this
word ^ found their way to the true, inner
human being. Their word, their form and
their rites are closely related to those of
the classical Rosicrucians. The group of
the preceding brothers and sisters (under
the name of Christian Rosencreutz) de-
veloped the model of their ‘fraternitas’
after Arab examples. According to tradi-
tion, Christian Rosencreutz became in-
tensely acquainted with it during his tra-
vels toDamcar and to Fez.

The second lecture was given by rabbi
Michael Portnaar and dealt with the cab-
bala and the role of love. In a brilliant way,
the speaker placed themost essential, vital
questions in the light of the book Zohar
and the cabbala according to Luria. This
concerned questions like ‘is there love on
earth? And if so, what is love according to
the teachings given to humanity at its crea-
tion? Can we do without love? How can
the individual and humanity achieve the

Conference and

opening in Stara

Zagora, Bulgaria



true form of love and perfection? What is
the formula of love and of the path to ulti-
mate fulfilment?’ The cabbala offers a
link with the healing and creative powers
and connects them with all seekers. The
idea of unity, which is contained in the
unshakeable plan of creation, resounds in
the cabbala.

The third lecture dealt with the gnos-
tic gospel of Philip. It was an ode to
‘Christ who has everything in himself,
whether man, or angel, or mystery, and
the Father.’ The gospel stems from the
school of Valentinus, who lived during
the first half of the second century. This
wise author not only understood and
taught the new Christian teachings, but
was also initiated in the ancient Egyptian,
hermetic andGreek mysteries. In all these
mysteries, the human being is linked with
one goal only: the liberation of the soul ^
the true man.

Gnosis is the inner knowledge of the
primordial source, the depth of all being.
He who knows the source, acquires self-
knowledge and in this way discovers his
spiritual origin. On the basis of this in-
sight, he is ready to receive the sacrament
of salvation, the redemptio. Christ came,
according toValentinus, to restore the se-
paration, which is visible in the whole of

creation, and to make the two one.

Light and darkness,
life and death,
right and left,
are brothers of one another.

They are inseparable.
Because of this neither are the good good,
nor evil evil.
Nor is life life, nor death death.
For this reason each one will dissolve into
its earliest origin.
But those who are exalted above the world
are indissoluble, eternal.
(Logion 10,Gospel of Philip)

Fall symposium at Renova, 22

October

Comenius, the central figure during
the fall symposium, strove in everything
for ‘the improvement of human condi-
tions’. In his eyes, the purpose of the
human being was to bring order in the
(small) world in the perspective of the re-
turn of the Christ. According to him, the
main source for this reformation was pan-
sophia, which means the all-encompass-
ing, universal wisdom, in which the lost
balance between theology and the new
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natural philosophy has been restored.
This pansophia aims at ‘thoroughly
teaching everything to all people’ and in
this way to give humanity wisdom, virtue
and faith.

Comenius pleaded for one universal
religion, one universal vision of man and
the world, one universal science and one
conceptual system for establishing a
strong brotherhood of men.

He has, however, also wise advice for
the individual human being. He states:
‘Three ways lead to a virtuous life. The
first way is that the human being does
not do anything dishonest against himself
or against others or against any affair.The
second way is that he not only tries to ap-
pear good, but actually is good. Walking

the third way, he does not focus his view
on people, but rather on God, the protec-
tor of the truth, and on his conscience that
testifies in his inner being.’

This makes it clear how short, in Co-
menius’ philosophy, the path to true hap-
piness is: being one with ourselves, with
God and in God, and no longer allowing
ourselves to be distracted by external mat-
ters; and not indulging more than necess-
ary in anything, when this appears to be
necessary. By nature, the human being is
striving to become equal to God. Every
human being is striving to elevate himself
and to become perfect. Comenius says:
‘What Satan falsely offered him, Christ
gives in truth; he gives the human being
the power to become a son of God.’

Conference workweeks of the group

of young pupils

In July and August, both Mar|¤ lia (Bra-
zil) andCaux (Switzerland)were the scenes
of a dynamic workweek of the group of
young pupils. One may have been some-
what sunnier than the other, but this did
not seriously detract from the efforts and
joy in the work of the young pupils, as the
photo on page 17 demonstrates.

Conference day in the J. van

Rijckenborgh Centre

The conference days in theJ. vanRijck-
enborgh Centre in Haarlem concentrate
on current themes, which are elaborated
on the basis of texts by the founders of
the LectoriumRosicrucianum,Catharose
de Petri and J van Rijckenborgh. The title
of the conference day of 18 November
was:The development of the young person
and the inner light.

A human being is not born into the
world as a tabula rasa.He is a complex sys-

Panels during the

symposium ‘The

hiddenword’ at

Renova, Bilthoven
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tem of forces and possibilities, of present,
past and future; of nature-bound life and
divine life, of possibilities and limitations.
Behind plant, animal, mineral, the world,
the cosmos, the macrocosm, a plan is hid-
den, an opportunity for development
radiates. This is also true for the human
being. During seven stages of life, this
plan is activated and vivified and acquires
outlines and structure. During each stage
of life, the human being is linked more
firmly with one aspect. Particularly dur-
ing the third period, in which the impor-
tant desire body develops, it is essential
that young people receive, and also use,
the opportunity to assimilate the proper,
constructive powers. It is equally impor-
tant that they grow up, protected, in a po-
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sitive environment.
The second lecture dealt with the

meaning of a proverb from the Song of So-
lomon: ‘Let us go early to the vineyards,
and see whether the vines have budded.’
Going early... in other words, start when
you are still young. In this respect, parents
and guardians can play an important role:
while still young, at the beginning of their
life, they should link the attention and the
consciousness of their children with what
is most important, namely with the bud-
ding vines.

When the new power of the soul be-
gins to circulate in the consciousness sys-
tem, which the universal teachings call
‘the serpent fire’, the young person him-
self develops the strength to confront the
onrushing life in a positive way.

The day was, as usual, concluded with
a gathering in the Haarlem MainTemple,
during which the attention was focused
on the small but very important, regula-
tory organ in the head, which we know
as the pineal gland. Because of its sensitiv-
ity, this organ is utterly suitable to receive
the divine blueprint of the cosmos, the
world and humanity, which pervades the
whole cosmos as an extremely sublime vi-
bration. The human being can perceive
this vibration, when he learns to prepare
heart and head in the right way. This is
why a good environment and a strong sti-
mulus are very important for the develop-
ment of the young person.

Then he will be able to adopt a totally
differentmode of life and accomplish a re-
volution in his state of being.

Symposium on Mozart’s Magic Flute

in Groningen, 2 December

Groningen also witnessed a sympo-
sium, organised by the Lectorium Rosi-
crucianum in the Prince Claus Music



Conservatory. On Saturday 2 December,
the backgrounds of the opera The Magic
Flute (1791), an ‘alchemical process in the
temple of initiation’, were highlighted for
a large audience, while the beautiful
sounds of Mozart’s masterpiece graced
the day. According to one of the speakers,
the content of The Magic Flute is ‘wholly
based on Rosicrucian ideas and Paracel-
sus’ teachings of the three principles’. It
beautifully and as ‘lightly’ as possible ex-
presses in music and words the spiritual
transformation of the human being.

During the symposium, speakers
from the freemasons, anthroposophy and
the Lectorium Rosicrucianum elaborated
the hermetic aspects of this opera on the
basis of alchemy, which seekers in the
17

th and 18 th centuries considered to be a
dynamic, inner process of transforma-
tion. Both the libretto and the score con-
tain a wealth of elements, which originate
in the Egyptian initiation mysteries. The
key to them was already described in the
alchemical wedding of Christian Rosy-
cross, with a reference toHermesTrisme-
gistus.

Bergen op Zoom

On the morning of 19 November, a
large, new temple working place for the
south-western part of the Netherlands
was consecrated on Blauwehandstraat in
Bergen op Zoom. In the evening, the first
regional service was held there. In his
opening words, the chairman explicitly
thanked the members of the C- and D-
group, because they were the first ones
that had vivified the building, even before
the interior was pulled down. He said:
‘You did perhaps not handle hammer and
paintbrush, but long ago you painted the
firebird. This firebird is now displayed in
the youth room. This firebird is an im-
pressive symbol for our centre. It symbo-
lises that continuous renewal is taking
place; it symbolises the indestructibility
of life. During your youth meetings, you
have brought this new life into your
youth rooms and what now matters is
that you continue to do so.’ At the end of
his introduction, he reminded people of
the words on the invitation:

‘Do not look around you, but look
inwardly!
You yourself must gain that which,
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by submerging in the wellsprings of life,
turns you into a Human Being,
whomGod, the Gnosis, can use.’

And he concluded: ‘In Bergen op Zoom
we have experienced that this is the basis
of the construction of both our own,
inner temple and our outer temple work-
ing place.’

Opening Conference Centre La

Nouvelle Aube in Cameroon, Africa

During Pentecost 2006, during the
weekend of 2, 3 and 4 June, a new confer-
ence centre inYaounde¤ , the capital of Ca-
meroon, wholly built by pupils from the
Cameroon working field, was put into
use in a festive way and the temples were
consecrated. The conference centre has
kept its name ‘La Nouvelle Aube’. The
old premises with the same name in
downtown Yaounde¤ , where for many
years the conferences were held, were
closed for the conference work, with
words of gratitude to the Mamba family.
The official opening was done by a gov-
ernment representative, who expressed
his great appreciation for the beautiful re-
sult. Many guests from other African

countries, where the Lectorium Rosicru-
cianum is established, were present:
Benin, Congo, Congo Democratic Re-
public, Ivory Coast and Gabon. There
was also a large group from Europe,
namely from Belgium, France, Germany
and the Netherlands, and there were re-
presentatives from theUSA andCanada.

The new conference centre consists of
a temple complex with a large temple for
more than 400 people. This building also
houses two smaller, special temples and,
among other things, a reading and silence
room. The separate lodgings contain a
large dining hall with all necessary facil-
ities and sleeping accommodation for
conference guests.

The new conference centre on the
slopes of Mont Fe¤ be¤ , on the outskirts of
Yaounde¤ , signifies a new stage for Camer-
oon, or rather for the whole African work
of the Lectorium Rosicrucianum.
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From the School ofFrom the School of

HermesHermes iiii

The apple of the eye of the world

I must tell you all that Hermes said
when he was depositing his books.
Thus did he speak:
’Ye holy books,
which have been written
by my perishable hands,
but have been anointed
with the drug
of imperishability.

Remain ye undecaying
through all ages,
and be ye unseen and undiscovered
by all men who shall go to and fro
on the plains of this land
when Heaven, grown old, shall beget organisms
worthy of you
whom the Maker will name ‘souls’!

Having spoken this prayer
over the works of his hands,
Hermes was received
into the sanctuary of the everlasting zones.

‘Of HermesTrismegistus:Fromtheholy book that is
called The apple ofthe eye oftheworld’ (Stobaeusxxii,8).
In:HermesTrismegistus, p. xix.



The power of the gnosis in the present
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A few fragments from an address given
during a symposium held in 2006 at
Conference Centre Christianopolis in
Birnbach

Quantum physics has established that
the intercosmic space is filled with ima-
ginable and unimaginable possibilities.
This implies that inexhaustible energies
are available in it at every level. When
our consciousness focuses on these pos-
sibilities, they turn into power concen-
trations, and therefore into manifesta-
tions. The type of manifestation
corresponds to our state of conscious-
ness. In this way, our perception, our
reality and our life are determined by
our consciousness.
How would a new mode of life look like?
When we try to fathom our inner drives,
the familiar concepts of structures and
limitations of the well-known material,
transient world form impediments. Even
concepts like ‘God’, ‘Messiah’ and ‘para-
dise’ turn into ‘football gods’, ‘fake mes-
siahs’and ‘holiday or shopping paradises’.

A totally different point of view for
the solution of the problems of humanity
can be found in the ‘new-age’ movement.
Here, one’s hope is put on entering a
new dimension, not on scientific re-
search, but on an expanded, individual
consciousness, on a totality of life and
perception. This should be activated by
the forces of the beginning new period,
the Age of Aquarius. In the musical
Hair from 1968, so characteristic of that
time, it was sung:

‘Mystic crystal revelation
and the mind’s true liberation,
Aquarius, Aquarius.’

The beginning Age of Aquarius is a time
of great activity and creativity, deter-
mined by ideals. Everything seems possi-
ble. The diversity of ideas wants to
strongly unfold and thus dissolves all pre-
vious standards and values. In this way,
however, it becomes increasingly difficult
to find information about it.

Yet, it is also a time in which many
veils before our consciousness are gradu-
ally removed. Everything that was hid-
den until now becomes visible, either
through unmasking reports in the media
or through the breaking up of crystallised
values and standards. People no longer
trust the traditional authorities in politics,
the economy, the arts, science and the
churches, which tirelessly try to give us in-
formation and show us away, their way, to
a solution. Everyone must manifest him-
self and is evaluated as to who he is, both
privately and in society. The current
human being wants to know! He no
longer wants to be sent off none the
wiser, but demands explanations and
proof. He wants to understand before he
proceeds to action.

The astrologists assure us that during
the coming centuries the subtlety of
thinking, feeling and acting will strongly
increase. Also people’s faculty to perceive
the supersensory world will continuously
increase, because our field of life becomes
ever more subtle.

We experience an apparent dissolution



of space and time in the virtualworlds,un-
locked by the Internet. Mobile telephones
that can receive pictures suggest a feeling
of omnipresence, because we can be per-
manently contacted with direct commu-
nication at any place and at any time.
When the attraction of these new gadgets
fades, people feel soon overwhelmed by
the immense stream of information, the
flood of our time, as well as by the varied
entertainment and culture that we are of-
fered hour by hour, day by day, 24 hours
per day.

The new atmosphere that we experi-
ence as subtlety or transparency, is re-
flected in the glass constructions of the ar-
chitects. Today one wants to see the tech-
nology, and also the mechanisms behind
it! The advanced linking of computer
files will ultimately lead to our speaking
of ‘glass people’.
In the turmoil of the Age of Aquarius,
human beings do not find peace and satis-
faction.Theydiscover that they have to re-
orientate themselves completely. But be-
cause the circumstances are subject to per-
manent change and decay, this may prove
to be quite difficult. In his bookThe mate-
rial reality, AndreasKo« ssner writes: ‘One
of the greatest illusions of the current
social self-consciousness is the wish to
achieve a humane society through in-
creasing regulation. This is absolutely a
blind alley! The current problem is that
the human consciousness finds itself in
an extreme situation and (the human
being) has banned inner orientation from
his life. Ever more restrictive measures
crop up under social coercion, which is
imposed by rules and regulations. The
growing forgetfulness of the divine origin
and the denial of the inner world acceler-
ate the process of external regulation.’1

There are an increasing number of
people who are troubled by the super-fast
changes. They experience their reality as
sham and arrive at an identity crisis.

They begin to seek their true identity.
Self-realisation and self-authority are
characteristic concepts in this time. The
varied human quest is expressed in count-
less new groups. Already at the beginning
of the nineteenth century, the physician
and author Johann Carl Passavant (1790-
1857) formulated his path of salvation
with the words:

‘But the divine order is more powerful
than the human misconceptions. What
has originated from unity must, after hav-
ing experienced all stages of development
and having overcome all errors, return to
unity. However, to a higher unity that im-
plies all results of the development and the
regeneration processes of humanity.’2

Notes:

1 A. Ko« ssner,Die materielle Realita« t ^ des

Menschen Fall und seine Heilwerdung (The

material reality ^ The human fall and

healing), p. 44. Private edition.
2 JohannCarl Passavant. Von der Freiheit des

Willens und dem Entwicklungsgesetze des

Menschen (Of the freedom of the will and the

laws of human development), part 3 .

Frankfurt, 1835. Republished byRenate

Riemeck under the titleVon der Freiheit des

Willens und AndereSchriften (Of the freedom

of the will and other writings).Urachhaus,

Stuttgart, 1981.
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The story of an African farmThe story of an African farm

Olive Schreiner

The next moment the stranger was surprised by a sudden movement on the part of the
fellow, which brought him close to the stranger’s feet. Soon after, he raised his carving
and laid it across the man’s knee.

‘Yes, I will tell you,’ he muttered; ‘I will tell you all about it.’
He puthis finger on the grotesque little mannikin at the bottomandwith eager finger the
fellowmoved upward, explaining over fantastic figures andmountains, to the crowning
bird fromwhose wing dropped a feather. At the end, he spoke with broken breath ^ short
words, like one who utters things of mighty import.
The stranger watched more the face than the carving. ‘I think,’ he said blandly, when the
boy had done, ‘that I partly understand you. It is something after this fashion, is it not?’
He smiled.

The story

In certain valleys there was a hunter (he touched the grotesque little figure at the bottom).
Day by day, he went to hunt for wild-fowl in the woods; and it chanced that once he stood

on the shores of a large lake. While he stood waiting in the rushes for the coming of the birds, a
great shadow fell on him, and in the water he saw a reflection.He looked up to the sky; but the
thing was gone.Then a burning desire came over him to see once again that reflection in the
water, and all day he watched and waited; but night came and it had not returned.Then he
went home with his empty bag, moody and silent. His comrades came questioning about him
to know the reason, but he answered them nothing; he sat alone and brooded.Then his friend
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came to him, and to him he spoke.
‘I have seen today,’ he said, ‘that which I

never saw before ^ a vast white bird, with silver
wings outstretched, sailing in the everlasting
blue. And now it is as though a great fire burnt
within my breast. It was but a sheen, a
shimmer, a reflection in the water; but now I
desire nothing more on earth than to hold her.’

His friend laughed.
‘It was but a beam playing on the water, or

the shadow of your own head.Tomorrow you
will forget her,’ he said.

But tomorrow, and tomorrow, and
tomorrow the hunter walked alone. He sought
in the forest and in the woods, by the lakes and
among the rushes, but he could not find her.He
shot no more wild fowl; what were they to
him?

‘What ails him?’ said his comrades.
‘He is mad,’ said one.
‘No; but he is worse,’ said another; he would see that which none of us have seen, andmake

himself a wonder.’
‘Come, let us forswear his company,’ said all.
So the hunter walked alone.
One night, as he wandered in the shade, very heartsore and weeping, an old man stood

before him, grander and taller than the sons of men.
‘Who are you?’ asked the hunter.
‘I amWisdom,’answered the oldman; ‘but somemen call meKnowledge. All my life I have

grown in these valleys; but no man sees me till he has sorrowed much.The eyes must be
washed with tears that are to behold me; and, according as a man has suffered, I speak.’

And the hunter cried: ‘Oh, you who have lived here so long, tell me, what is that great wild
bird I have seen sailing in the blue? They would havemebelieve she is a dream; the shadow

of my own head.’
The old man smiled.
‘Her name isTruth. He who has once seen her never rests again.Till death he desires her.’
And the hunter cried: ‘Oh, tell me where I may find her.’
But the old man said: ‘You have not suffered enough,’ and went.
Then the hunter took from his breast the shuttle of Imagination, and wound on it the

thread of hisWishes; and all night he sat and wove a net.
In themorning, he spread the golden net upon the ground, and into it he threw a few grains

of credulity, which his father had left him, and which he kept in his breast-pocket.They were
like white puff-balls, and when you trod on them a brown dust flew out.Then he sat by to see
what would happen.The first that came into the net was a snow-white bird, with dove’s eyes,
and he sang a beautiful song ^ ‘A human-God! a human-God! A human-God!’ it sang.The
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second that came was black andmystical, with dark, lovely eyes that looked into the depths of
your soul, and he sang only this ^ ‘Immortality!’

And the hunter took them both in his arms for he said: ‘They are surely of the beautiful
familyof Truth.’ Then came another, green and gold, who sang in a shrill voice, like one crying
in the marketplace: ‘Reward afterDeath! Reward afterDeath!’

And he said: ‘You are not so fair; but you are fair too,’ and he took it.
And others came, brightly coloured, singing pleasant songs, till all the grains were finished.

And the hunter gathered all his birds together, and built a strong iron cage called a new creed,
and put all his birds in it.

Then the people came about dancing and singing. ‘Oh, happy hunter!’ they cried. ‘Oh,
wonderful man! Oh, delightful birds! Oh, lovely songs!’

No one asked where the birds had come from, nor how they had been caught; but they
danced and sang before them. And the hunter too was glad, for he said: ‘SurelyTruth is among
them. In time she will moult her feathers, and I shall see her snow-white form.’

But the time passed, and the people sang and danced; but the hunter’s heart grewheavy.He
crept alone, as of old, to weep; the terrible desire had awakened again in his breast.One day, as
he sat alone weeping, it chanced thatWisdommet him.

He told the old man what he had done.
AndWisdom smiled sadly.
‘Many men,’ he said, ‘have spread that net forTruth; but they have never found her.On the

grains of credulity she will not feed; in the net of wishes her feet cannot be held; in the air of
these valleys she will not breathe.The birds you have caught are of the brood of Lies. Lovely
and beautiful, but still lies; Truth knows them not.’

And the hunter cried out in bitterness: ‘Andmust I then sit still, to be devoured of this great
burning?’

And the oldman said: ‘Listen, and in that you have sufferedmuch andweptmuch, Iwill tell
you what I know. He who sets out to search forTruth must leave these valleys of superstition
forever, taking with him not one shred that hasbelonged to them. Alonehemust wander down
into the Land of AbsoluteNegation and Denial; he must abide there; he must resist tempta-
tion; when the light breaks he must arise and follow it into the country of dry sunshine.The
mountains of stern reality will rise before him; he must climb them; beyond them liesTruth.’

‘And he will hold her fast! he will hold her in his hands!’ the hunter cried.
Wisdom shook his head.
‘He will never see her, never hold her.The time is not yet.’
‘Then there is no hope?’ cried the hunter.
‘There is this,’ saidWisdom: ‘Some men have climbed on those mountains; circle above

circle of bare rock they have scaled; and, wandering there, in those high regions, some have
chanced to pick up on the ground one white silver feather, dropped from the wing of Truth.
And it shall come to pass,’ said the oldman, raising himself prophetically andpointing with his
finger to the sky, ‘it shall come to pass, that when enough of those silver feathers shall have
been gathered by the hands of men, and shall have been woven into a cord, and the cord into a
net, that in that netTruth may be captured.Nothing butTruth can hold Truth.’

The hunter arose. ‘I will go,’ he said.
But wisdom detained him.
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‘Mark you well ^ who leaves these valleys never returns to them.Though he should weep
tears of blood seven days and nights upon the confines, he can never put his foot across them.
Left ^ they are left forever.Upon the road which you would travel there is no reward offered.
Who goes, goes freely ^ for the great love that is in him.The work is his reward.’

‘I go’ said the hunter; ‘but upon the mountains, tell me, which path shall I take?’
‘I am the child of The-Accumulated-Knowledge-of-Ages,’ said the man; ‘I can walk only

wheremanymen have trodden.On thesemountains few feet have passed; eachman strikes out
a path for himself.He goes at his ownperil: my voice he hears nomore. I may follow after him,
but cannot go before him.’

Then Knowledge vanished.
And the hunter turned. He went to his cage, and with his hands broke down the bars, and

the jagged iron tore his flesh. It is sometimes easier to build than to break.
One by one, he took his plumed birds and let them fly. But when he came to his dark-

plumed bird he held it, and looked into its beautiful eyes, and the bird uttered its low, deep cry:
‘Immortality!’

And he said quickly: ‘I cannot part with it. It is not heavy; it eats no food. Iwill hide it inmy
breast; I will take it with me.’And he buried it there and covered it over with his cloak. But the
thing he had hidden grew heavier, heavier, heavier, till it lay on his breast like lead. He could
notmove with it.He could not leave those valleys with it.Then again he took it out and looked
at it: ‘Oh, my beautiful! my heart’s own!’ he cried, ‘may I not keep you?’

He opened his hands sadly.
‘Go!’ he said. ‘It may happen that inTruth’s song one note is like yours; but I shall never

hear it.’
The bird flew from him forever.
Then from the shuttle of imagination he took the thread of his wishes, and threw it on the

ground; and the empty shuttle he put into his breast, for the thread was made in those valleys,
but the shuttle came from an unknown country. He turned to go, but now the people came
about him, howling. ‘Fool, hound, demented lunatic!’ they cried. ‘How dared you break your
cage and let the birds fly?’

The hunter spoke; but they would not hear him.
‘Truth! Who is she? Can you eat her? Can you drink her? Who has ever seen her? Your

birds were real: all could hear them sing! Oh, fool! Vile reptile! Atheist!’ they cried. ‘You
pollute the air.’

‘Come, let us take up stones and stone him,’ cried some.
‘What affair is it of ours?’ said others. ‘Let the idiot go,’and went away. But the rest gathered

up stones and mud and threw at him. At last, when he was bruised and cut, the hunter crept
away into the woods. And it was evening about him.’ [...]

Hewandered on and on, and the shade grewdeeper.He was on the borders nowof the land
where it is alwaysnight.Then he stepped into it, and there wasno light there. With his handshe
groped; but each branch as he touched it broke off, and the earth was covered with cinders. At
every step his foot sank in, and a fine cloud of impalpable ashes flew up into his face. So he sat
downupon a stone and buried his face in his hands, towait in theLandofNegation andDenial
till the light came.

And it was night in his heart also.
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Then from themarshes to his right and left
coldmists arose and closed about him. A fine,
imperceptible rain fell in the dark, and great
drops gathered on his hair and clothes. His
heart beat slowly, and a numbness crept
through all his limbs.Then, looking up, two
merry wisp lights came dancing. He lifted his
head to look at them. So warm, so bright, they
danced like stars of fire.They stood before
him at last. From the centre of the radiating
flame in one looked out a woman’s face,
laughing, dimpled, with streaming yellow
hair. In the centre of the other were merry
laughing ripples, like the bubbles on a glass of
wine.They danced before him.

‘Who are you,’ asked the hunter, ‘who
alone come tome in my solitude and
darkness?’

‘We are the twins Sensuality,’ they cried.
‘Our father’s name isHuman-Nature, and our
mother’s name is Excess. We are as old as the

hills and rivers, as old as the first man; but we never die,’ they laughed. ‘Oh, let me wrap my
arms about you!; cried the first; ‘they are soft and warm.Your heart is frozen now, but I will
make it beat.Oh, come tome!’

‘I will pour my hot life into you,’ said the second; ‘your brain is numb, and your limbs are
dead now; but they shall live with a fierce free life.Oh, let me pour it in!’

‘Oh, follow us,’ they cried, ‘and live with us. Nobler hearts than yours have sat here in this
darkness to wait, and they have come to us and we to them; and they have never left us, never.
All else is a delusion, butwe are real, we are real, we are real.Truth is a shadow; the valleys of
superstition are a farce: the earth is of ashes, the trees all rotten; but we ^ feel us ^ we live! You
cannot doubt us. Feel us how warmwe are! Oh, come to us! Come with us!’

Nearer and nearer round his head they hovered, and the cold dropsmelted on his forehead.
The bright light shot into his eyes, dazzling him, and the frozen blood began to run. And he
said: ‘Yes, why should I die here in this awful darkness? They are warm, they melt my frozen
blood!’ and he stretched out his hands to take them.

Then in amoment there arose before him the image of the thing he had loved, and his hand
dropped to his side.

‘Oh, come to us!’ they cried.
But he buried his face.
‘You dazzle my eyes,’ he cried, ‘you make my heart warm; but you cannot give me what I

desire. I will wait here ^ wait till I die. Go!’
He covered his face with his hands and would not listen; and when he looked up again they

were two twinkling stars, that vanished in the distance.
And the long, long night rolled on.
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All who leave the valley of superstition pass through that dark land; but some go through it
in a few days, some linger there for months, some for years, and some die there.’ [...]

At last for the hunter a faint light played along the horizon, and he rose to follow it; and he
reached that light at last, and stepped into the broad sunshine.Then before him rose the
almighty mountains of Dry-facts and Realities.The clear sunshine played on them, and the
tops were lost in the clouds. At the foot many paths ran up. An exultant cry burst from the
hunter. He chose the straightest and began to climb; and the rocks and ridges resounded with
his song.They had exaggerated; after all, it was not so high, nor was the road so steep! A few
days, a few weeks, a fewmonths at most, and then the top! Not one feather only would he pick
up; he would gather all that other men had found ^ weave the net ^ capture Truth ^ hold her
fast ^ touch her with his hands ^ clasp her!

He laughed in the merry sunshine, and sang loud. Victory was very near. Nevertheless,
after a while the path grew steeper. He needed all his breath for climbing, and the singing died
away.On the right and left rose huge rocks, devoid of lichen or moss, and in the lava-like earth
chasms yawned. Here and there he saw a sheen of white bones. Now too the path began to
grow less and less marked; then it became amere trace, with a footmark here and there; then it
ceased altogether. He sang no more, but struck forth a path for himself, until it reached a
mighty wall of rock, smooth and without break, stretching as far as the eye could see. ‘I will
rear a stair against it; and, once this wall climbed, I shall be almost there,’ he said bravely; and
worked. With his shuttle of imagination he dug out stones; but half of themwould not fit, and
half a month’s work would roll down because those below were ill chosen. But the hunter
worked on, saying always to himself, ‘Once this wall climbed, I shall be almost there.This
great work ended!’

At last he came out upon the top, and he looked about him. Far below rolled the white mist
over the valleys of superstition, and above him towered the mountains.They had seemed low
before; they were of an immeasurable height now, from crown to foundation surrounded by
walls of rock, that rose tier above tier in mighty circles.

Upon themplayed the eternal sunshine. He uttered a wild cry. He bowed himself on to the
earth, andwhen he rose his face was white. In absolute silence he walked on.Hewas very silent
now. In those high regions the rarefied air is hard to breathe by those born in the valleys; every
breath he drew hurt him, and the blood oozed out from the tips of his fingers. Before the next
wall of rock he began to work.The height of this seemed infinite, and he said nothing.The
sound of his tool rang night and day upon the iron rocks into which he cut steps.Years passed
over him, yet he worked on; but the wall towered up always above him to heaven. Sometimes
he prayed that a little moss or lichen might spring up on those bare walls to be a companion to
him; but it never came.

And the years rolled on; he counted themby the steps he had cut ^ a few for a year ^ only a
few.He sang nomore; he said nomore: ‘I will do this or that’ ^ he only worked. And at night,
when the twilight settled down, there looked out at him from the holes and crevices in the
rocks strange wild faces.

‘Stop your work, you lonely man, and speak to us,’ they cried.
‘My salvation is in work, if I should stop but for one moment you would creep down upon

me,’ he replied. And they put out their long necks further.
‘Look down into the crevice at your feet,’ they said. ‘See what lie there ^ white bones! As
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brave and strong aman as you climbed to these rocks.’And he looked up.He saw there was no
use in striving; he would never hold Truth, never see her, never find her. So he lay down here,
for he was very tired. He went to sleep forever. Sleep is very tranquil.You are not lonely when
you are asleep, neither do your hands ache, nor your heart.

And the hunter laughed between his teeth.
‘Have I torn frommy heart all that was dearest; have I wandered alone in the land of night;

have I resisted temptation; have I dwelt where the voice of my kind is never heard, and
laboured alone, to lie down and be food for you, ye harpies?’

He laughed fiercely; and the Echoes of Despair slunk away, for the laugh of a brave, strong
heart is as a death blow to them.

Nevertheless they crept out again and looked at him.
‘Do you know that your hair is white?’ they said, ‘that your hands begin to tremble like a

child’s? Do you see that the point of your shuttle is gone? It is cracked already. If you should
ever climb this stair,’ they said, ‘it will be your last.You will never climb another.’

And he answered: ‘I know it!’ and worked on.
The old, thin hands cut the stones ill and jaggedly, for the fingers were stiff and bent.The

beauty and the strength of the man was gone.
At last, an old, wizened, shrunken face looked out above the rocks. It saw the eternal

mountains rise with walls to the white clouds; but its work was done.
The old hunter folded his tired hands and lay down by the precipice where he had worked

away his life. It was the sleeping time at last. Below him over the valleys rolled the thick white
mist.Once it broke; and through the gap, the dying eyes looked down on the trees and fields of
their childhood. Fromafar seemed borne to him the cryofhis ownwild birds, and heheard the
noise of people singing as they danced. And he thought he heard among them the voices of his
old comrades; and he saw far off the sunlight shine on his early home. And great tears gathered
in the hunter’s eyes.

‘Ah! They who die there do not die alone,’ he cried.
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Then the mists rolled together again; and he turned his eyes away.
‘I have sought,’ he said, ‘for long years I have laboured; but I have not found her. I have not

rested, I have not repined, and I have not seen her; nowmy strength is gone. Where I lie down
worn out othermenwill stand,young and fresh. By the steps that I have cut they will climb; by
the stairs that I have built they will mount.They will never know the name of the man who
made them. At the clumsy work they will laugh; when the stones roll they will curse me. But
they will mount, and on my work; they will climb, and bymy stair! They will find her, and
through me! And noman lives to himself and no man dies to himself.’

The tears rolled frombeneath the shrivelled eyelids. If Truth had appeared abovehim in the
clouds now he could not have seen her, the mist of death was in his eyes.

‘My soul hears their glad step coming,’ he said, ‘and they shall mount! they shallmount!’ He
raised his shrivelled hand to his eyes.

Then slowly from the white sky above, through the still air, came something falling, falling,
falling. Softly it fluttered down, and dropped on to the breast of the dying man. He felt it with
his hands. It was a feather. He died holding it.

‘How did you know it?’
The boy had shaded his eyes with his hand.On the wood of the carving great drops fell.

‘How did you know it?’ the boy whispered at last. ‘It is not written there ^ not on that wood.
How did you know it?’

‘Certainly,’ said the stranger, ‘the whole of the story is not written here, but it is suggested.
And the attribute of all true art, the highest and the lowest, is this ^ that it rays more than it
says, and takes you away from itself. [...] There is nothing so universally intelligible as truth. It
has a thousand meanings, and suggests a thousand more.’

He turned over the wooden thing. [...] ‘It is the soul that looks out with burning eyes
through themost gross fleshly filament. [...] All true facts of nature or themind are related.Your
little carving represents some mental facts as they really are.

‘All my life I have longed to see you,’ the boy said.

From: Olive Schreiner.The Story of an African Farm, Part 2, ch. ii, 1883 . This fragment has been taken from:

http://www. gutenberg. org/catalog/world/readfile? fk files=38001

Olive Schreiner (1855-1920, author of FromMan to Man andWoman and Labour) is considered one of the

founders of South-African literature. As a governess on Afrikaner farms, she began writingThe Story of an

African Farm, a peak from South-African literature.
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The unveiling of hidden wisdomThe unveiling of hidden wisdom

Hardly anyone can ignore that the
book market has been swamped with
what we could call religious thrillers for
some time now. People are fascinated by
hidden wisdom, coded messages, secret
societies and mysterious powers. Apart
from the fact that in these books also
gruesome murders have to be solved,
secret codes and societies are invariably
playing a role. Cryptic symbols from the
past provide the right clues, and secret
brotherhoods eventually reveal their last
secrets. In addition, also forgotten manu-
scripts and vanished relics are traced, like
the ark and the grail.The unveiling of
hidden wisdom, the investigation of
criminals and their motives, almost
unnoticed turn into the report of a quest
for a distant, historic past, while during

the progress of the investigation the
reader has the impression of simulta-
neously being initiated into the spiritual
backgrounds of life.

Thus we become acquainted with all
kinds ofmatters concerning the origins of
the established religions.

We discover how much of the original
knowledge has been lost over time and
how history has been deliberately
distorted. Clerical and secular authorities
consciously withheld important facts
about life, since history is always written
by the winners and not by the losers.
Everyone agrees on this today. InChris-
tianity, the losers were the so-called
heretics, namely the Gnostics, Mani-
chaeans, Bogomils, Cathars and many
others.Through reading, our view of
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history changes radically, and other aspects of
the truth gradually come to light. During our
literary adventure, it seems that the hidden truth
is unveiled, and together with the plot of the
thriller, also the goal of the personal quest of the
members of those groups comes within reach.

If this expectation was raised in countless
popular esoteric works for a long time, it is now
aptly advanced by the thriller genre: it alludes to
a deep longing for original wisdom, for the reve-
lation of the last secrets.This nourishes the
illusion that the truth can actually be found and
revealed in the simple way described, that it may
be attained through objective scientific research
and the journalistic search for evidence.Yet, the
true inner secret will always escape from any
external quest. In this way, only the shells, the
lifeless forms of what envelops the truth will be
found, but never the living truth itself, because
the truth comes into our world, but is not of this
world, it cannot be found there.

In his bookThe Chinese Gnosis, Jan van
Rijckenborgh asks with good reason, ‘For surely,
is it not delusion to content yourself with carica-
tural reflections of the Light? Surely, would it
not be much better to seek the Light itself?’1Of
course, it is bewildering that something of true
wisdom, of the one Light, is reflected in all this
uncovered and unveiled wisdom.

It is clear that these modern thrillers, like
many of the old myths and fairytales, contain
reflections of the spiritual quest, though unwit-
tingly, allegorically, without the author being
fully aware of it or experiencing it consciously. Is
the historical thriller in itself not an allegory of
the spiritual quest?

Although different from a thrilling book,
which describes a fictitious crime and its
solution, a real incident happened on a spiritual
level at thebeginning of time, which involved the
whole of humanity, and which must be neutra-
lised by the human being who, having become
conscious, removes the cause of suffering and
toiling ‘in the sweat of his face’.

This ‘incident’, which words can hardly
describe, is referred to as a fall.The primordial
human being, generated from the original divine
unity, arrogantly called up counterforces which
drew him into a totally different development.

On the path to the restoration of the glory of
the divine human being and the ultimate
entrance into the divine mystery, countless
obstacles appear which have to be removed
courageously.On this path, expanding insight,
intense longing for truth and personal commit-
ment are required,by whichour own life is being
weighed. All of this occurs in the hard reality of
life, in which external events symbolise what is
happening on the inner plane, just as this is often
the case in novels. As in a thriller, all pieces of the
puzzle gradually begin to fit for a human being
who follows this path, and all insights converge
as concentric circles around the one truth. And
also in this development, the inner quest has a
‘happy end’ or as the Cathars called it, a ‘good
end’. Sufficient similarities, therefore, to become
confused.

In quite a few of these books, there are casual
references to supposedly historical facts, and
often more concretely to a hidden treasure, the
treasure of theKnight-Templars, of Solomon, the
Cathars etc.This treasure is then looked for in
places which themselves have been the object of
many legends for centuries, such asGlastonbury,
Rosslyn, Rennes-le-Cha“ teau and others.
Sometimes, the treasure is seen as something
very material and also Jesus’ burial temple
becomespart of the storyline and his remains are
being sought. Currently, it is very popular to
believe in the survival of Jesus’ bloodline to our
time. In a number of books, the storyline is built
around this topic: Jesus as a historic figure and a
dynasty of royal descendants which is often
called the grail family. In this context, the ap-
pearance of the figure of MaryMagdalene is in-
evitable. She is referred to as Jesus’companion or
wife.To substantiate this hypothesis, appropriate
passages from the Bible or mediaeval legends are
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quoted. MaryMagdalene serves as the figure-
head of a feminist Bible interpretation that
wishes to correct the outdated, one-sided patri-
archal interpretation. She is often the central
figure in the modern quest for the grail. In this
context, the term ‘grail’ is not derived from ‘san
graal’ but from ‘sang real’, which means royal
blood. When unveiling this mystery, often refer-
ences are made to the gnostic gospels like, for
example, thePistis Sophia and theGospel of Mary
with the aim of presenting MaryMagdalene as
Jesus’ beloved who ‘was kissed by him on her
mouth’.

And thus we reach, if we lack insight into the
processes within and around us, delicate and
dangerous territory. We are confronted with a
sort of ‘fertility wisdom’which regards the
union of the male and female body not just as a
symbol but actually as the key towards higher
spiritual insight.

This refers to the notion that a marriage or
the physical union of Jesus and Mary must ne-
cessarily be celebrated in order to take humanity
along in the mystery of salvation, which is
obviously in contradiction with the Roman
Catholic teachings. And it refers to the idea that
this secret knowledge is passed on by secret
brotherhoods from one generation to the next.
Compared with this, the mystery schools see
marriage as a unique symbol for the alchemical
union that can be realised in every human being,
so that through the inner union of male and
female the notion of separation is nullified.
Nothing less than the divine spirit and the
human soul are united, which is so profoundly
described in JohannValentin Andreae’s master-
piece.

In theGospel of Mary, MaryMagdalene is
‘Jesus’ companion, i. e., the newborn soul which,
liberated from the influences of transience and
focused on the powers of imperishability, lives in
an intimate union with the bridegroom, the
spirit, embodied by Jesus.’2

The ‘religious thrillers’ hardly ever commu-

nicate that the secret of the grail, the secret of the
holy matrimony of the new human being,
cannot be realised by continuing the line of de-
velopment of the old nature. A new, divine
nature must definitely break through. And this
becomes possible only when the drive of the old
blood ^ self-maintenance driven to extremes ^ is
and remains neutralised and no longermanifests
itself. However, this ‘crucial’ break is missing if
Jesus is linked toMary in a natural union and
they bless humanity with royal descendants, as it
is sometimes expressed.

In the Christian mystery of salvation, the old
human being ^ in everybody! ^ first dies on the
cross of this world before the new man can arise
from the dead.This central gnostic truth
vaporises into a false historic truth, which only
appeals to the modern human being when he
does not hear or want to hear the imperative
demand for self-reformation and his imagination
runs wild. It must be plainly stated that we can
only partake of this mystery, when we are
prepared to give up any personal mystifications.
For the inner kingdom, there is no royal
bloodline on the basis of natural birth.The
opposite is true: only rebirth brings this new
kingdom of the spirit closer. But then man
himself has become king-priest and heir of the
grail.Only in this way, the secret wisdom is
revealed to us. ‘It is the Spirit himself bearing
witness with our spirit that we are children of
God, and if children, then heirs, heirs of God
and fellow heirs withChrist, provided we suffer
with him in order that we may also be glorified
with him.’ (Romans 8:16-17)

The secret of the grail slumbers uncon-
sciously and deeply in our collective memory. It
is the actual nucleus of wisdom, hidden behind
romanticised grail legends that are projected in
the past and behind religious thrillers as their
modern successors. He who fathoms this
nucleus and releases the inner, hidden wisdom
will also understand why our time is yearning
for spiritual renewal. He or she sees how people
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express this in all kinds of artistic creations, in
which this secret is present, so that the seeker is
touched by it, regardless of how trivial, profane
and deformed it may be.

While others still need codes or keys not
directly referring to it, the true seeker of the grail
no longer has the delusion that he would be able
to experience reality through its external mani-
festation.This would rather distract him from
his quest for inner knowledge. He experiences it
as something that is placed outside the human
being in a sensational way. He rather does not
stop at seeking traces of a historic king-saviour
and his possible heirs, whomight liberate
humanity through their natural blood heritage.
On the basis of his newborn consciousness, he
knows of the imminent birth of a royal child
within his own human system.

Liberating light forces are released in the
blood of everyone who opens himself to them.
They are the ‘passport’ for every human being
and not only for the chosen hereditary nobility
of a large grail family. In this process, the
murderous characters appearing in the thriller
symbolise the counterforces in our own self.
They are the counterforces that try to prevent
any spiritual ascent, any higher union and
thwart the new birth of the Light. A new direct-
edness of the soul, however, is the grail cup that
will receive the pure, spiritual nourishment.

This is the true hiddenwisdom. It can only be
found on the bottom of our own heart. It is not
found in a yellowedmanuscript, which is dug up
in anunderground crypt or in amaterial treasure
dug up from under the altar of an old church.
Opening our heart to the wisdom lying not
outsidebut withinusmeans tearing the veils that
cover the heart.To the curious seeker, this
wisdom remains inaccessible and veiled, like to
the Pharisees who possessed the key to the
kingdom, but did not use it (as the Gospel of
Thomas relates) and withheld it from others. He
who becomes inwardly silent, will be found by
the truth ^ and will find the truth. It is the truth,

the hidden wisdom, which liberates him of his
veils, takes the covering from his eyes and shows
itself to him directly and unveiled. ‘At that time
Jesus declared, ‘I thank you, Father, Lord of
heaven and earth, that you have hidden these
things from the wise and understanding and
revealed them to babes.’ (Matthew 11:25)

As soon as the true seeker of the grail has un-
derstood this, he will sell his books to a second-
hand bookshop. He no longer needs the tall
stories of someone else’s heroic deeds. He has
understood the veiled message and is now
writing the story of his own life, in which his
inner being surrenders to the ‘new man’.This is
the prologue and the epilogue, the past and the
future of the main figure in the thriller of his
own life.

He is the new man, the victor in the personal
struggle between good and evil, between light
anddarkness.He definitively turns over the page
of the old life and opens the book of the new life.

Notes:

1 Jan van Rijckenborgh, Catharose de Petri,The

Chinese Gnosis, Rozekruis Pers, Haarlem, 1996, p.

181.
2 Over de kennis die verlicht. Het Evangelie van de

Waarheid en Het Evenagelie naarMaria (On the

knowledge that illuminates.The Gospel of Truth and

The Gospel of Mary), with an introduction byK

Dietzfelbinger. Rozekruis Pers, Haarlem, 1995, p. 42.
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From the SchoolFrom the School

ofHermesofHermes iiiiii

The love that creates life

The love that creates life
I will offer up the praise in my heart
as I pray to the end
of the Universe and the beginning of the
beginning,
to the object of man’s quest,
the immortal discovery,
the begetter of light
and truth,

the sower of reason,
the love
of immortal life.

No hidden word
will be able to speak about you, Lord.

Therefore my mind wants
to sing a hymn to You daily.

I am the instrument of Your Spirit,
Mind is Your plectrum.

And Your Counsel plucks me.
I see myself!

I have received power fromYou,
for Your love
has reached us.

The treatise of
the eighth and theninthheavenly spheres, ‰ 50.
Quoted from:
HermesTrismegistus, p. 71.
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Like a child taking its first steps
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A few fragments from the addresses gi-
ven during a symposium held in 2006

at Conference Centre Christianopolis
in Birnbach.

The historian Jacob Slavenburg distin-
guishes six stages of human conscious-
ness. Initially, he focuses on the relation-
ship of human beings with the divine. He
describes the continuously increasing
crystallisation and attachment to matter,
as well as the related, simultaneous aliena-
tion of the human being from the divine.
He describes this current stage as follows:

‘The human being has ensnared him-
self so deeply to the material aspect of his
consciousness that he no longer knows
anything of the Spirit, of the spiritual con-
sciousness. He has literally become god-
less.’And he continues:

‘A leap of consciousness is possible
when a human being becomes conscious
of his spiritual nucleus again.’1

It is remarkable that at the beginning
of the so-called age of industrialisation,
the eighteenth century, the German
author and philosopher. Herder propa-
gated the following:

‘The human being alone is in conflict
with himself and the earth, for the most
developed creature of all organisms is at
the same time the least developed one
with regard to his own new faculties,
even if he wanders about the world full
of life. The reason is obviously that his
state, the last one of this earth, is at the
same time the first one of another exis-
tence, in which he manifests himself like
a child taking his first steps. He must
therefore represent two worlds at the

same time, and this accounts for the ap-
parent twofoldness.’2

What matters in a gnostic sense is to
recognise the human twofoldness.

The planetary radiation forces of the
dawning Age of Aquarius have an ever
more intense effect on current humanity.
The active energies of the current period
are certainly a driving factor, but in them-
selves, they are not yet liberating.This ab-
solutely requires the reaction, the con-
scious cooperation of the human being,
as a decision of the free will.

Time appears to pass quicker and the
feeling of being driven on becomes ever
stronger. People expect of life that their
ideas are immediately realised, according
to the slogan: I want everything, and I
want it now! Usually, the results do not
meet their expectations or fulfil their de-
sires, at least not in the long run. Cur-
rently, there are great opportunities to
gain insight into the true coherence of
the divine plan, driving behind the world
and humanity.This growing loss of orien-
tation sharpens our view and everything
is being questioned that gave us support
until now.
^ What is still enduring, what is still

valuable, what do I really possess?
^ What can I still acknowledge as right,

and who will acknowledge me?
^ Am I in control or am I influenced

beyond my control?
^ What is the meaning of my thinking

and feeling?
^ What should I want so that I can act in

the right way?

By asking these questions, a process of
self-knowledge can begin and deeper
knowledge of the world can be gained.



Unveiling the mystery of life can then be-
come the true purpose of life. Our time
with its confusing diversity can then be-
come the womb for the new experiencing
of what is spiritual, divine.

J van Rijckenborgh, one of the foun-
ders of the Spiritual School of the Golden
Rosycross, explained in 1965: ‘From the
struggle in pure yearning, the Light will
be born, and that is self-realisation, the
great work. It is the Mysterium Mag-
num.’3

Gnostics do not seek self-realisation in
this world, because it is transient, bound
to time and space. Even if the Age of
Aquarius is considered a helping factor in
the divine plan, it will not liberate the
human being from his captivity in space
and time. Only turning inwardly, raising
ourselves above the lawsof this world, tak-
ing the decision wholly to devote our-
selves to returning to the origin, opens
the possibility of taking the step to a
higher dimension. It is the turning point
that the French author Marcel Proust
(1871-1922) expressed as follows: ‘But pre-
cisely at the moment when all seems lost,
a sign reaches us that can save us.One has
repeatedly knocked on all the gates lead-
ing nowhere, yet on the one through
which one can enter and which one has
searched for a hundred years in vain, one
pounds without knowing, and this is the
one that opens.’4

This door opens for every human
being, after he has gained sufficient ex-
perience and has developed insight. By
walking through this gate, he is con-
fronted with insight and a never-ending
revelation: the fullness of the Gnosis.

Once again, we have arrived at a peri-
odic change, this time the transition from
the Age of Pisces to the Age of Aquarius.
The Christ power, the divine energy,
again radiates reinforced into this world
in order to stimulate the process of
human genesis. This is clearly depicted in

the image of the Waterbearer, holding a
jug fromwhich the living water, the divine
spirit, is poured out over the world. This
water of life penetrates the barrenness of
our old consciousness and gives us insight
into the course of the birth process of a to-
tally other life principle within us.

Birth, a child, implies growth. How-
ever, merely biological adulthood does
not imply deification. Something else has
to grow, namely the living, spiritual nu-
cleus in the centre of our microcosm. It
can only develop in a spiritual process of
the soul. In a work about the Cabala, the
Jewish mysticism, Heinrich E. Benedikt
writes:

‘It is a symbol of the pure soul that, be-
gotten through the grace of the Holy
Spirit, the divine spark, gives birth to the
divine child in one’s own inner being.’5

Only a human being, who is prepared
to liberate himself from the self-preserva-
tion of the transient world, can find the
new soul. And in its turn, it gives the
power to live life in a new way. J vanRijck-
enborgh writes about the structure of the
new soul:

‘Then an entirely different system of
force lines will be formed, outwardly in
the image of the ordinary personality,
but infused and irradiated by completely
different streams of life... A new temple
arises, a threefold temple as to conscious-
ness, soul and body, a physical body not in
the gross shape of our nature, but in
the refined shape of a new nature [...].’6

In the new soul, a universal consciousness
unfolds. Its lustre is reflected in the
consciousness of the human being who
follows this path.He is healed of his blind-
ness, and then sees with new eyes, as it is
so colourfully expressed in theNewTesta-
ment. The awakening of the soul turns
him into aNewMan.
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Who actually were the Cathars? Virtually everything we know about this community, which

lived in southern France during the Middle Ages, was written by those persecuting them or has

been falsified. The only reliable witnesses from that period, the caves, valleys and rivers that for-

med the background of their life, whisper the stories of their unconditional devotion and their

total dissociation from worldly matters.

Gadal, who assimilated these stories during his youth, passed this jewel on in the form of a

novel. With great feeling, he depicts the details of the path to the Holy Grail. It is clear that it

concerns not only a story, but a living reality. This is a history book about events that pierce the

age of darkness like a ray of light. It is also a novel, a mediaeval novel that profoundly touches

us and inadvertently stimulates us to a quest for the Holy Grail. 

ISBN 978 90 6732 285 0, Bound, 138 pp, with color illustrations, € 15,50

On the Path to the

Holy Grail

The ancient Cathar Mysteries

Antonin Gadal
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